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Reference: IP44-E27-1-N
EAN13: 8050997643409

            

E27 wall or ceiling lamp holder - IP44 Waterproof
Finish: Black

Description

With the E27 lamp holder patented by Creative-Cables, lighting up your home has never been easier. Itscurved
design, reduced dimensions and modern yet simple lines will allow you to create striking lighting compositions
even with limited space, no rose needed. The E27 lamp holder can also be directly mounted to any wall or ceiling.

On top of that, thanks to a special membrane that protects the inside layer, this E27 lamp holder has a guaranteed
IP44 Protection Degree which makes it suitable for outdoor use - under a canopy, on a patio or small terrace - or in the
bathroom, near or above the mirror.

Where can this lamp holder be used?

The Creative-Cables E27 lamp holder can be used in various outdoor or indoor settings thanks to its versatility: kitchen,
terrace, study, living room and so much more. The compact design and reduced dimensions mean that this product can
also be easily installed in smaller spaces, for indoor and outdoor installations alike.

Why should you use an E27 lamp holder?

The E27 lamp holder is amongst the most common on the market. This is partly owed to its user-friendliness: all
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you’ll need to do is secure the light bulb in the E27 fitting, and voilà! The light bulb will furtherly secured thanks to its
screw shaped fitting which makes sure to firmly fasten it inside the lamp holder, greatly reducing the risk of accidental
falls and damage.

Another advantage of the E27 lamp holder is the product’s impressive versatility. The same lamp holder is compatible
with various kinds of light bulbs, which make it perfect for use in a number of different occasions and limits the need of
purchasing new accessories for every light bulb.

The E27 lamp holder is an extremely affordable and widely sold accessory.

What does IP44 Protection Degree mean in a lamp holder?

The code specifies the lamp holder’s protection degree against fine dust and humidity. The first 4 states that the lamp
holder is protected against solid objects bigger than 1 mm, whilst the second 4 means its protected from water
splashes. This means that an E27 outdoor lamp holder with IP44 Protection Degree is compatible with outdoor
use but must not be directly exposed to bad weather. It should be installed under a canopy or a roof, where it will
endure all humidity and temperature changes.

Data Sheet

Technical specifications:
Thermoplastic lamp holder with PVC seals. For exposed light bulbs.

E27 Fitting
Voltage 220-240V
II Class
IP44 Protection Degree
Measurements Ø 50 mm, height 60 mm
Cable clamps for stiff and flexible cables from 0,75-1,5 mm2

Made in Italy

CE Certified

Screws and Dowels for wall mounting not included in packaging.
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